























The unexpeted frequeny shift observed by the Pioneer team, usually
desribed as an anomalous aeleration, is analyzed from the perspetive
of two alternative assumptions on the origin of osmologial redshift (Hub-
ble eet). One is the standard assumption of an expanding spae, the
other is the assumption of an energy loss of photons without expanding
spae setions (tiring photon). We nd that the Pioneer frequeny shift
is an anomaly from the point of view of the expanding spae hypothesis
only. If one assumes a tiring photon hypothesis for the Hubble eet, the
anomaly dissolves and an be identied with a diret manifestation of the
Hubble law inside the solar system.
1. Introdution
Many attempts have been made to understand the soalled anomalous ael-
eration aP of the Pioneer spaerafts 10 and 11 from a osmologial point
of view, (Rosales/Sanhez 1999, Rosales 2004, Masreliez 2005, Nottale 2006,
Carrera/Giulini 2006, Fahr/Siewert 2006a) and others. Dierent obstales oblit-
erated all these attempts. An explanation of aP as a dynamial eet of the
general relativisti modiation of low veloity orbits by osmologial terms in
Robertson-Walker models is ruled out, beause the osmologial orretions are
proportional to −H0v, with v ∼ 10 kms
−1




, i.e. 4 orders of magnitude, too low (Sholz 2005, equs. (20), (63)).
Cosmologial orretions of distane measurements, or a phase shift of the
photons (Berry phase) have been proposed by (Rosales/Sanhez 1999, Rosales
2004). These may lead to eets whih look like a (titious) aeleration.
But aording to (Carrera/Giulini 2006) the derivation is erroneous and the
eet is even smaller, arrying a fator on the order of magnitude (v
c
)3. Other
approahes are shortly disussed in the basi study (Anderson e. a. 2002, setion
XI C). None of these has led to onlusive results, but the motivation for a searh
in this diretion persists.
Sine the beginning of the study of the Pioneer anomaly a surprising numer-
ial oinidene between the Hubble onstant H0 and the anomalous Pioneer
aeleration ap divided by c, the veloity of light has been observed. In fat,
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the best t for aP to the experimental data, prior to a bias estimate, is given
by the Pioneer team as
aPexp = (7.84± 1.33) 10
−8 cm s−2 (1)
(Anderson e. a. 2002, equ. (23)), here supplemented by the estimation of the
error intervals of (table 2, ibid.). This leads to
|aPexp| c
−1 ≈ (2.6± 0.44) 10−18 s−1 , (2)
whih ompares well with the value for the Hubble onstant
H0 ≈ (2.3± 0.23) 10
−18 s−1 (3)
usually given in the form H0 ≈ 70 kms
−1 Mpc−1 ± 10%. Even the usually
quoted bias orreted value aP = (8.74 ± 1.33) 10
−8 cm s−2, with |aP | c
−1 ≈
(2.92± 0.44) 10−18 s−1, leads to overlapping 1σ error intervals. But the agree-
ment holds only for the absolute value, not for the sign. The anomalous ael-
eration is direted towards the sun and is opposite to the spaeraft's veloity.
If one takes orientation into aount, one gets aP < 0, while obviously H0 > 0.
The Pioneer team learly states that the experimental observable of the
anomaly is an unmodelled frequeny shift (whih they all Doppler). The
authors reet their desription of the phenomenon in terms of an apparent
aeleration (Anderson e. a. 2002, 39). They add a warning against any rash
attempt for a osmologial explanation. The observed anomalous frequeny shift
arises as a slight blueshift on top of a larger red shift (Anderson e. a. 2002, 17),
i.e., it seems to be opposite to what one expets from a osmologial orretion.
In a reent paper H.-J. Fahr and M. Siewert ome bak to the observation
that the osmologial redshift of radiophotons is in surprisingly good agreement
with the long registered phenomenon (of the Pioneer anomaly) and orretly
add . . . exept for the sign of the eet (Fahr/Siewert 2006a, abstrat). Fol-
lowing a hint of Giulini/Carrera, they investigate whether a onsideration of the
density ontrast in the loal universe may lead to an inversion of the sign, but
in the end they fall bak onto the wrong one (Fahr/Siewert 2006a, equ. (50)).
In (Fahr/Siewert 2006b) they ontinue with exploring the possibility to explain
the anomaly by a loal spae ontration superimposed on a global expansion
and derive, at least, a qualitatively aeptable result.
In the following note we show that there is a muh simpler way to understand
the Pioneer frequeny shift. It an be identied as arising from the same origin
as the osmologial redshift, the Hubble eet, orret sign inluded, if one only
broadens the osmologial perspetive a bit. Setions 3 and 4 indiate how. The
next one presents a ondensed view of the data and their evaluation.
2. Pioneer data
The Pioneer probes 10 and 11 were navigated on the basis of Doppler mea-
surements whih used integration times between 60 and 1000 s. No ranging
data were taken; position information was inferred from diurnal variation of
the Doppler shift resulting from earth rotation. These variations allowed to
determine the elestial oordinates (delination and right asension) for eah
of the probes in ertain intervals of the ight time. The spatial oordinates of
the spaeraft ould be determined by using best t PPN orbit determination
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methods. Although the team onedes that the radio Doppler observable was
not the optimal method for the purpose of a 3-dimensional orbit reonstrution
(Turyshev e. a. 2005, 3) (separate signal run time ranging data would have
been preferable), the radiometri traking data sued to indiate unanimously
a model anomaly.
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For Pioneer 10 the data used in the present main evaluation onsisted of
20 055 Doppler data points (another one is in preparation). They were taken
between 3 January 1987 and 22 July 1998, while the spae probe moved in an in-
terval between 40 AU and 70.5 AU helioentri distane. Pioneer 11 evaluation
used 11 616 Doppler data points (between 5 January 1987 and 1 Otober 1990,
22.37 AU to 31.7 AU). In the literature on the Pioneer eet the terminology
Doppler data is often understood literally. Here we use it purely onvention-
ally for the total frequeny shift ∆ν of a two way traking signal ν 7→ ν′ 7→ ν′′
from the ground station to the probe and bak, with ∆ν = ν − ν′′ in the sign
onvention of the Pioneer team (Anderson e. a. 2002, footnote 38). In addition,
the Pioneer mission reorded telemetri data on the state of the spaeraft and
for results of sienti measurements. These are not of of muh relevane for
our analysis.
The main evaluation period for Pioneer 10 was partitioned into three in-
tervals, I: 3 Jan 1987 to 17 July 1990, II: 17 July 1990 to 12 July 1992, III:
12. July 1992 to 22 July 1998. Orbit data and the unexpeted frequeny shift
(respetively aeleration aP ) were tted separately for eah interval.
As no ranging data had been taken, the model veloity vmod alulated by
the orbit determination program(s) ontains the integrated knowledge about
the spae probe's kinematis in eah of the time intervals. In this sense, we
may onsider vmod as a kind of higher order observational data (higher order,
beause it was not diretly measured but relied on a sophistiated evaluation of
the raw data). The measured total absolute and relative frequeny shifts are












The Pioneer anomaly onsisted of a systemati dierene between this ap-
parent veloity v˜ and vmod
∆v := v˜ − vmod > 0 .
∆v turned out to be proportional to the distane d of the spaeprobe, respe-
tively the one way signal running time t between it and the ground station
∆v ≈ const · 2t . (6)
This suggested an interpretation of the onstant as an aeleration aP with
|aP | := const of equ. (6), where the fator 2 expresses the two way traking
1
Two dierent well established and often tested evaluation programs were used, the orbit
determination program, ODP, of Jet Propulsion Laboratory, JPL, and another one, CHASMP,
of the AerospaeCorporation (Anderson e. a. 2002, 8f.). Both led to the same result.
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proedure. It turned out that vmod < v˜. If positive orientation is dened by the
ight diretion, the assumed aeleration assumes a negative sign,
aP := −const . (7)
As the measurement showed that aP was onstant over the whole period of
12 years of data olletion, between the dierent time intervals and even for
the dierent spae probes (Pioneer 10 and 11), it seems natural to ompare the
eet with osmologial redshift, remaining aware of the sign problem.
3. A slight generalization for the desription of osmologial redshift
At the time osmologial redshift was deteted (in the late 1920s and the 1930s)
it was well known that it may have dierent explanations, by expanding spae
setions of osmologial spaetime or by an energy loss of photons due to higher
order gravitational eets (later alled tired light hypothesis). At ertain
stages of the development of a siene it seems advisable to reonsider hypothe-
ses from a new perspetive, whih have been negleted during a phase of in
trak researh. In our ase, both explanations have a ommon mathemati-
al desription if one uses integrable Weyl geometry extended by Dira's sale
ovariant dierentiation (Dira 1973). Integrable Weyl geometry gives a frame-
work in whih both hypotheses an be modelled and transformed into another
by a hange of sale gauge. The expanding spae hypothesis orresponds to
the (generally used) Einstein-Riemann gauge, the tiring photon hypothesis to
another one whih may be alled Hubble gauge (Sholz 2005). We are here deal-
ing with osmologial eets on a (osmologially) very small sale level, whih
an be treated in the linearized regime. This is haraterized by a osmologial
frequeny shift zH of photons ν 7→ ν
′
travelling over a time t,
zH = H0t ,
ν
ν′
= 1 + zH . (8)
We need not to go into any detail of the equivalent desriptions in Weyl
geometry for our analysis. Here we only have to allow for the logial possibility
that equ. (8), the Hubble law, may hold without an underlying spae expansion,
as a possible alternative to the generally aepted expanding spae hypothesis.
We have seen that for the analysis of the Pioneer anomaly neither dynamial
eets of the osmologial modiation to the equations of motion, nor orre-
tions to the metrial evaluation of the empirial data for distane and time
measurement need to be taken into aount. Both eets are at least 4 orders
of magnitude lower (setion 1). Thus our task is simply to analyze whih on-
sequenes are to be expeted, if one takes the Hubble shift zH of equ. (8) into
aount for determining the veloities of low speed trajetories. We do so for
both hypotheses on the origin of the Hubble eet, no spae expansion (tiring
light) and spae expansion. As the pure Doppler shift and the Hubble eet are
more learly separated under the tiring light hypothesis we start with it.
4. Tiring photon hypothesis
If we assume that osmologial redshift is a vauum or eld theoreti eet
(without spae expansion), it should be present on all sales, although not always
observable beause of limited measurement preision. In this ase, the observed
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absolute frequeny shift ∆ν of a two way traking signal ν 7→ ν′ 7→ ν′′ like above









and a Hubble term
zH = 2H0 t . (10)
Here v denotes the veloity of the spaeraft with respet to the observer sys-
tem, c the veloity of light, and t is the one way running time of the traking
signal (fator 2 beause of measuring a two way signal). Notie that under our
hypothesis zH is not linked to a spae kinematial veloity omponent. Up to
higher (seond) order quantities the whole frequeny shift is
z = zD + zH . (11)
If in the data evaluation the total shift z is onsidered as Doppler, the veloity
of the spaeraft is systematially overestimated. High preision ranging signals
will therefore indiate an observed trajetory whih falls bak against what
one expets from v˜ (equ. (5)). This looks like an unmodelled fall of the
spaeraft towards the ground station(s). A similar observation will be made, if
the loalization of the spaeraft is inferred from an orbit model whih aounts
for all relevant dynamial eets.
If the measurement preision is high enough, like in the ase of Pioneer 10





(inside the marges of measurement errors). Thus it is lear that an unmodelled
redshift orretion ∆z arises
∆z := z − zmod ≈ zH . (13)
As ∆z has to be subtrated to bridge the gap between the observed redshift
z and the model redshift zmod, an anomalous blueward frequeny orretion
has to be applied.
In (Anderson e. a. 2002, equ. (15)) the Pioneer team has expressed the




















= zmod − zobs + o(z) ,
this omes down, up to higher order terms in z (i.e., far inside the bounds of
















is immediate. It looses any surprise, if it is onsidered from the point of view of
the tiring photon hypothesis. In this framework the Pioneer frequeny shift is
nothing but the Hubble eet.
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It is easy to understand, why the anomalous aeleration started to be
observable only at the distane of about 10 AU . The frequeny stability of
the hydrogen maser in the Pioneer rafts was at the order of magnitude 10−15
for the integration times in question (Anderson e. a. 2002, 7). In order that
∆z = 2H0t enters the next order of magnitude, the signal running time t has to
be suh that
2H0t ∼ 10
−14 ⇔ t ∼ 5 · 103 s .
That orresponds to d = ct ∼ 10 AU , shortly beyond the Saturn orbit. At
smaller distanes the Hubble eet vanishes below the threshold of observability
given by the maser stability.
The high preision data of the Pioneer team in the speiation quoted in
our introdution (equs. (2), (3)) underpin equation (15) observationally:
(2.6± 0.44) 10−18 s−1 ≈ (2.3± 0.23) 10−18 s−1
Please notie that the sign problem has vanished by itself. The tted orretion
term ∆z appears as a blue shift on top of a red shift, beause the Hubble term
has to be subtrated from the total redshift, if one wants to isolate the pure
Doppler shift from the orpus of the empirial data. Only then we arrive at
veloity data whih are onsistent with the model alulations.
5. Expanding spae hypothesis
Assuming now the point of view of the standard hypothesis of an expanding
spae origin of osmologial redshift, equations (9), (10) and (11) remain valid.
But here the Hubble term of the total redshift (10) is derived from the spae





and t ≈ t0. In the standard view the observed veloity v˜ of a spaeraft may
be omposed by a proper veloity v with respet to a time independent spae
setion related to the observer and a omponent vH = H0 d = H0ct indued by
the kinematial eet of spae expansion on the spaeraft's motion (with d the
distane between spaeraft and observer),
v˜ = v + vH . (17)










= zD + zH . (18)
2
Readers who know J. Masreliez' theory of sale expanding osmos (SEC) may notie that
Weyl geometry allows to give a mathematial foundation to the SEC approah. Masreliez'
tired light explanation has nothing to do, however, with the analysis given here. He argues
(artiially and dubiously) with two dierent time sales and derives a Pioneer like eet of
wrong sign (Masreliez 2005, equ. 6.3).
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the total veloity v˜ is deoded orretly.
Although in priniple the model alulations have to be done in a Robertson-
Walker geometrial ontext, these data may be used as admissible initial values
for veloities in model alulations of a non-osmologial relativisti (or PPN)
framework like equ. (3) in (Anderson e. a. 2002), beause the approximation of
the osmologial terms show orretions only at the order of magnitude H0v, or
lower, and are negligible. But here the question arises, whih of v˜ and v is to be
onsidered as the orret input value for the alulations. If we use v˜, we an
already predit that an unexpeted frequeny shift ∆z ≈ 2H0t = zH will arise
as a true anomaly, in ase we assume that the Hubble eet has no expanding
spae origin. This agrees with the observations of the Pioneer team.
As the two hypotheses an be transformed into another by a hange of sale
gauge in the sense of the Weyl geometry, we have to hek whether the anomaly
an be dissolved, similar to the obvious solution under the tiring light hypothesis.








(z − zH) (19)
for the omparison with model veloities. Then we are bak in the situation of
setion 3 for the orbit alulations. This looks, at rst glane, as if we were able
to dissolve the Pioneer anomaly under the expanding spae assumption also.
But this would only possible, if we ould aept the following three onditions:
(1) One admits a spae expansion down to the osmologially smallest sales of
empty spae (i.e., outside spatial regions lled with ondensed matter).
(2) Dynamially the spae expansion is to be treated as a fake, i.e., expan-
sion veloity omponents have to be subtrated from observational values,
before the dynamial equations are applied.
(3) Finally the output of the model alulations in a stati referene spaetime
must not be retranslated into the expanding spae paradigm. (Otherwise
a distane ontribution from the veloity inrement vH subtrated from
the initial onditions would be added again under the form vH∆t, with
∆t the time interval overed by the model alulation, anelling the whole
proedure up to higher order terms.)
While onditions (1) and (2) may already be hard to swallow for many protago-
nists of the standard approah, item (3) would demand to aept an open inon-
sisteny of this geometri approah. In the expanding spae paradigm the Pioneer
eet remains a veritable anomaly. Diverse attempts for more triky reonilia-
tions of the anomaly with the standard approah have failed (Rosales/Sanhez
1999, Rosales 2004, Fahr/Siewert 2006a) or leave, at best, important questions
open (Nottale 2006, Carrera/Giulini 2006, Fahr/Siewert 2006b).
6. Comparison and disussion
Let us resume. Assuming the tiring photon hypothesis, the Pioneer shift be-
omes an obvious and natural onsequene of the Hubble eet. It turns out
to be a new experimental manifestation of the well known Hubble law. From
the point of view of the expanding spae hypothesis no satisfying osmologial
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explanation of the frequeny shift has been found, after more than a deade of
researh in this diretion (and other ones). If the tiring photon assumption hits
the point, it an even be proved that a model anomaly neessarily arises in the
expanding spae interpretation (setion 4).
The omparison of both perspetives is strongly failitated by relating them
to the frame of a slightly generalized bakground theory of relativisti osmol-
ogy. From the point of view of Weyl-Dira geometry the warp funtion f(t) of
Robertson-Walker osmologies may be understood as a gauge fator arising from
integrating a sale (length) onnetion.
3






and models the osmologial redshift partially or ompletely, depending on the
physial assumptions for the origin of the Hubble eet. In our ase, the tiring
photon assumption is modelled by the lassial relativisti (or PPN) equation
of the orbit dynami, on whih an additional Weylian length (sale) onnetion
ϕ with
ϕ0 = H0, ϕα = 0 for α = 1, 2, 3 (20)
is superimposed. This gives negligible dynamial modiations, while the length
onnetion desribes an energy loss for photons
∆E = −H0∆t (21)
over a running time ∆t (energy is of sale weight −1). ∆E is idential with the
loss one would nd in a Robertson-Walker geometry arising from integrating
the sale onnetion ((Sholz 2005). The Weylian sale onnetion ϕ = H0dt
desribes how metrial data at one point are transferred to another one (here
along null geodesis). Weyl geometry therefore predits an apparent lok
drift by a fator H0t in the linearized regime (Anderson e. a. 2002, equ. (16)).
It is a result of the transfer proess only and does not indiate a dierent rate
of lok tiking in any meaningful sense.
In the integrable Weyl geometry version of general relativity the explana-
tions of osmologial redshift by expanding spae setions or by a eld theoreti
redution of photon energy beome mathematially interhangeable by a trans-
formation of the sale gauge. This poses the new physial question, whih of
the gauges orresponds to material measurements. Cosmologial observations
indiating whih of the two gauges expresses physial (material) measurements
are diult to evaluate and are still inonlusive.
The Pioneer eet, on the other hand, has the qualities of a piture-book
experimentum ruis whih allows to deide empirially between the two hy-
potheses. Pioneer type observations are able to supply two data sets, frequeny
shift and distane data (in an optimal experiment there would be indepen-
dently measured data on signal running time, here they are reonstruted by
orbit model alulations). A omparable dupliation of empirial information
seems to be impossible for osmologial observations proper. Of ourse, the
Pioneer mission was not designed for that purpose. The realization that there
was an unexpeted frequeny shift was the outome of areful and painstaking
work of more than a deade data preparation and exploratory data analysis of a
3
This establishes the link to Masreliez' model of a sale expanding osmos.
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disturbing eet. That even so it has the qualities of both types of experimental
enterprises, should make it interesting for philosophers and historians of siene,
besides the more diret disiplinary reperussions we may expet in physis and
osmology.
Of ourse, we would like to have a broader and more preisely heked ex-
perimental basis, before we an be ompletely sure that we have to replae the
expanding spae hypothesis by a tiring photon explanation of the Hubble eet.
Follow up experiments of the Pioneer type ould easily disriminate sharply be-
tween the two gauge perspetives and the orresponding physial hypotheses, if
they are properly designed. In the meantime the onsequenes of the alternative
view for our view of the osmologial data ought to be explored seriously.
In any ase we hope for follow up experiments whih need not neessarily
be of exatly the same orbit type as the Pioneer mission. Still the design of
future Pioneer like experiments onentrates on the diretion and quantity of a
true aeleration (Nieto e. a. 2005, Izzo/Rathke 2005). From our perspetive,
it would learly be desirable to raise the two data sets, ranging data t(τ) and
frequeny shift (Doppler) data z(τ) diretly (τ orbit parameter expressed in
ephemeris time). Then the time derivative of ranging distanes v := cdt
dτ
and the
apparent veloity v˜ = cz derived from the total frequeny shift z an be used
for a diret omparison of experimental data. Of ourse, we expet agreement




= H0t. Inreasing preision an give new valuable information on the
Hubble onstant.
7. Conlusion
In our view, the Pioneer eet should not be understood as a real aeleration.
It essentially onsists of a frequeny gap, ∆z, between a measured total redshift
z and the one, zmod, derived from orbit alulations. ∆z turned out to be
proportional to the running time t of the signal
∆z = const · t . (22)
For the researh ontext of the Pioneer group it was more than natural to express
the disrepany by an aeleration like term, const = −aP
c
. But as it was known
sine the rst `anomalous' observations that
const ≈ H0 ,
a stritly empiriist interpretation of the Pioneer frequeny gap as just another
expression for the Hubble law in dierent experimental disguise must seem a
natural next step. Considering the fat that the orreted redshift data, z −
∆z = zmod, ontain the whole knowledge about a pure Doppler shift, as far
as the latter an be inferred from the orbit data, one might onsider these as
higher order empirial data. Disregarding any possible ognitive tension with
the expanding spae hypothesis and, if neessary, in open opposition to the
latter, the data may be taken as an empirial indiation for the validity of the
Hubble law, equ. (8), inside the solar system.
That this has not been done already years ago, adds another ase to a striking
observation of Felix Hausdor, Formalism is the true empiriism . . . , whih
originally arose in the ontext of non-Eulidean geometry (Hausdor RuZ). It
seems that a formalist analysis of osmologial geometry by integrable Weyl
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geometry had to preede the realization that the Pioneer eet may be read as
a diret solar system expression of the Hubble eet, and probably has to.
In any ase, the real surprise of the Pioneer measurements seems to be the
demonstration that the Hubble eet is observable in high preision experiments
in the outer solar system already. In this regard we may expet that the Pio-
neer experiment will be of onsiderable further onsequenes for our theoretial
understanding of the foundations of osmology. Moreover, it gives new aess
to a basi parameter of nature, whih until reently has been onsidered to be
observable on a osmologial level only.
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